The Greater New York Chapter, Health Physics Society and
The Radiological and Medical Physics Society of New York
Present:

FAILLA MEMORIAL LECTURE
Tuesday, February 9, 2010

Radhe Mohan, Ph.D.
“Radiation Physics since New York – Changes in the Last Decade and a Half”

Educational Objective: To summarize the enormous progress in the field of radiation therapy physics since the start of IMRT in the mid nineties

Theodora Griffis Faculty Club
New York-Presbyterian Hospital
The University Hospitals of Columbia and Cornell
521 East 68th Street, Manhattan
(Directions attached)

Cocktail Hour 6:00 – 7:00 pm
Dinner and Presentation to follow
$50.00 (if you register before Jan 15; $80 after Jan 15) – includes open bar and dinner

To pre-register please call or email
Maureen McDonnell 212-639-8300, mcdonnem@mskcc.org